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FINANCIAL ADVICE & STRATEGY
Case Study: Large SMSF and Death Benefit
Planning
By Dylan Cresswell CFP ® – Private Client Adviser
We were recently referred to clients Peter and Mary. They are
seeking strategic advice in relation to their existing SMSF.
Peter, aged 62, has sadly been diagnosed with terminal cancer
and with possibly months to live he has decided to retire from his
sales role to enjoy spending time with his family. Mary is aged 57 and no longer employed. Mary will
reach her Super Preservation age, one requirement for accessing super if retired, when she turns 58 in
June.
Peter and Mary have invested well over their lifetimes and built a diverse wealth portfolio of Australian
shares and investment properties in their personal names. These investments provide each of them with
approx. $50,000 in assessable income.
Peter and Mary also have their own SMSF, which holds cash and property. Peter has a member benefit
of $2m in the SMSF, in a Transition to Retirement Income Stream (TRIS) Pension. Mary has a larger
balance with $3million in Accumulation Super.
Mary wants to understand what options they have now and on Peter’s death to maximise their cash
flow and super benefits. Interestingly, when they first arrived at our meeting one of their ideas was to
withdraw Peter’s entire $2m Super benefit “to get it out of Super”. However, after further discussion, they
realised that earnings generated from the investments would then result in an increase to their personal
income tax. As Mary has more than $1.6m in her own Super benefit, she is extremely restricted in adding
additional funds to super.
Strategy and Advice
With death benefit planning being a fluid timeframe, the most obvious issue is the unknown event dates.
As such, we’ve broken down our advice to strategies available currently, immediately on death and postdeath.
With Peter now retired and being over 60 we have advised him to immediately commence an AccountBased Pension (ABP) with $1.6m and, in conjunction with advice from their solicitor, Peter has completed
a reversionary pension nomination to Mary, as spouse. The overarching benefit of updating from a TRIS
to an ABP is the underlying tax rate reduces from 15% down to 0%. The remainder $400k is commuted
back to Accumulation mode where Peter also completed a binding death nomination to Mary. It is
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important to note Peter now has unrestricted access to his entire benefit if he so desires, so funding
personal cash flow remains achievable by lump sum withdrawals from the Accumulation benefit.
Whilst there is an opportunity for Mary to commence her own Account-Based Pension of up to $1.6m
in June, she would be required to withdraw the legislated minimum of 4%. As Mary doesn’t need these
funds to meet her living expenses and is heavily restricted in contributing to Super in the future, starting
her pension would amount to leakage from the super environment. We are trying to achieve their goal of
maximising the amount held in super, not depleting it.
Our advice at Peter’s death is that Mary broadly has 6 months to commence rearranging the SMSF
memberships, with the aim of retaining as much of their benefits within the tax-effective super
environment as possible. At this stage, it appears likely Peter’s Accumulation benefit of $400k will be
compulsorily cashed to her personal account. Mary will also have to decide if she wants to take Peter’s
Account Based Pension under the reversionary pension provision, or cash it in.
Our advice is to retain her entire $3m benefit in the Accumulation phase and receive Peter’s $1.6m as the
reversionary pension, thus retaining $4.6m of their benefits within super.
Summary
By seeking professional advice from Solicitors, Accountants and Financial Advisers, these clients can
be comfortable they are accessing and understanding the optimal strategies for their particular situation.
This allows the clients to focus their efforts and energies on what’s important to them at a difficult time.

INVESTMENT ADVICE & MANAGEMENT
Recent recommendations provided to clients
As part of keeping you up to date on the recommendations that
we are discussing with clients, which have been personalised and
tailored to their specific circumstances through a personalised
‘Record of Advice’ (RoA), please find below a summary.
It is important to note that this is not specific advice to you but
a summary of the main themes and some of the underlying
investments that have changed or been recently recommended.
As each piece of advice is tailored to every client not all of these
recommendations will be or have been applied to clients in the same proportions.
Downer EDI (DOW)
In January PRIME recommended clients TAKE PROFIT in DOW with shares having outperformed the
market by +27% since we initially recommended the stock.
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DOW has benefited from ongoing demand for infrastructure services and DOW asset restructuring which
will likely see DOW reveal the sale of both its laundries and mining services businesses in 2020.
Timing is everything and fortunately we recommended clients sell down their DOW holdings only 1 week
before DOW downgraded guidance to reflect underperformance in its Engineering, Construction and
Maintenance division.
We continue to like the DOW story, but feel that given its strong run, booking some profits was prudent.
Lucent Stewart St Brunswick East
In December PRIME offered our wholesale and sophisticated clients the opportunity to invest in Lucent
Capital’s latest property development deal in Stewart St Brunswick East VIC.
This was PRIME’s second development project with Lucent following on from the success of our first deal
together in Nicholson St, Brunswick East.
This project is the construction of 69 apartments over a 21-month term with a total return target of
20.25%. We remain comfortable with Lucent as a developer given their strong track record.
Lucent’s ability to pre-sell apartments is what provides us with such a level of comfort with 75% of these
apartments having already pre-sold thereby reducing settlement and development risks.
International Equities & Emerging Markets
PRIME’s most recent recommendation to clients reiterated the need for international equity exposure.
We believe there are many reasons as to why international equity markets and emerging markets looks
well placed to outperform.
The recent phase one trade deal and subsequent reduction of tariffs between the US and China, central
banks globally cutting interest rates, the Federal Reserve’s further injection of liquidity, a re-election year
in the US and weak currency performance all provide a positive backdrop for international equity markets.
Trinetra Emerging Markets Growth Fund
The Trinetra Emerging Markets Growth Fund is a dedicated emerging market (EM) equity fund with
$125m in assets. Trinetra uses a highly differentiated research approach that focuses on ethnographic
research – talking to real people in their normal environment – to identify and capture trends.
The Fund focuses on youth, women’s empowerment, health and migrants which we believe offer
significant opportunities to investors.
The below video link provides great insight into the way the Fund operates:
https://www.primefinancial.com.au/blog/trinetra-emerging-markets-growth-trust/
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T Rowe Price Global Equity, Fidelity EM Fund and QUAL
The T Rowe Price Global Equity Fund has been one of the most successful global equity strategies in
recent years and is one of the world’s largest asset managers with over US$1 trillion in funds under
management
The Fidelity Global Emerging Markets Fund (FID0031AU) provides investors with a high conviction
exposure to emerging market (EM) equities. Fidelity is one of the largest and most respected global
equity fund managers with over US$300bn in client funds.
QUAL is an exchange traded fund (ETF) that seeks to deliver a portfolio of global equities with a “quality”
focus. QUAL is a listed product that trades on the ASX providing investors with exposure to a portfolio of
300 high quality global international equities in developed markets.
NAB Hybrid Issue (NABPC & NABPG)
We also participated in NABs latest hybrid issue (NABPG) in February with new units to be issued in
March 2020.
Given the deterioration in interest rates the latest offer was well sought amongst investors with NAB
upscaling their initial $750m target raise to $1.95b.
The new Capital Notes issue seeks to provide investors with a gross yield of ~3.85%. PRIME ensured all
existing NABPC holders whose holdings were due to mature in March were offered the opportunity to roll
into the new issue and all clients received their full allocations here which was a positive.
Afterpay & Metrics (APT & MXT)
We strongly encouraged all existing APT shareholders to participate in the Share Purchase Plan (SPP) in
which APT sought to raise further funds to proceed with its international expansion strategy.
Whilst the SPP was delayed due to an investigation into APTs business procedures, clients who
participated in the SPP to the maximum value of $15,000 eventually booked in profits of around $1,000.
We recently recommended clients holding Metrics (MXT) not to participate in their latest rights issue.
Whilst this latest raising will further increase liquidity in MXT units taking the market capitalization
towards $2bn which is a positive we believe our portfolios are adequately positioned.
Antipodes Global Fund & Platinum Asia
Following a sustained period of underperformance, we recommended clients sell out of both Antipodes
and Platinum Asia.
Whilst both funds remain well managed, we believe there are other opportunities and fund managers
who are currently delivering better returns.
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PRIME SMA
Monthly Commentary
Global equity markets began the year on weaker ground with
investors taking a risk-off approach to start 2020. A weaker AUD
(-4.7%) resulted in positive returns as represented by the MSCI
World Index which rose +4.4% in AUD terms.
Tensions between the US and Iran escalated following the US
drone strike and assassination of Iran’s major general Qasem
Soleimani. Global equity markets largely shrugged off any major
concern here following Iran’s somewhat subdued retaliation.
US equities outperformed but still fell (-0.2%) as utilities and tech stocks climbed higher whilst the UK
officially exited the EU.
China fell -2.4% following the outbreak of the coronavirus which looks likely to have a material negative
impact on global demand.
Locally, the ASX200 Accumulation Index outperformed rising +5% and in turn recorded its best January
performance number in 7 years.
January is typically a quiet month for our market with the major focus looking ahead to February’s Half
Year reporting season. We remain confident our portfolios are well placed to outperform despite what we
expect to be a tricky corporate earnings season.
Australian bond yields tightened with 10-year Government bonds falling back to their lows to yield 0.95%
at month end.
Oil sold off heavily down -15% following the slide in US and Iranian relations and the implications the
coronavirus will have on global growth and global oil demand.
Major contributors to performance were Afterpay (APT) and Boral (BLD) which bounced +31% and
+11% respectively. There was no specific news to account for the move in both stocks, rather a reversion
of some weakness in the previous month. APT did close out its Share Purchase Plan raising $33m
while BLD flagged some financial irregularities in its North American Windows business which was
disappointing.
Detractors were Webjet (WEB) and Downer (DOW) which were down -10% and -9%. WEB fell on
coronavirus fears and the impact Google Flights may have on its underlying business whilst DOW
downgraded guidance to reflect weaker performance in its Engineering, Construction and Maintenance
division. Both stocks remain core holdings and look oversold at these levels.
We were active across the SMAs in January. The Growth SMA reduced DOW (prior to the downgrade),
IFL and CGF and the Diversified Income SMA likewise reduced DOW and IFL. The Defensive Income
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SMA added to its existing position in Ardea and the International SMA went unchanged. On a risk profile
performance basis our 5-year numbers continue to perform well against their respective benchmarks.
Risk Profile Portfolio Performance Figures as at 31 January 2020

Prime SMA – Model Portfolio Performance Figures as at 31 January 2020
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SMSF
What to expect with SMSF in 2020
As in recent years, there were numerous changes to
superannuation during 2019.
Some have been enacted, some announced and not yet law, and
others are things to keep an eye out for.
This update will tell you what’s important and likely to impact on
SMSF and your clients during 2020.

Enacted Changes
Do you have clients with excess contribution issues?
SUPER GUARANTEE OPT OUT
This is an important change for your clients who have excess concessional contribution issues.
The change affects people that have multiple employers and exceed the concessional contribution cap
due to super guarantee (SG) contributions that exceed $25,000 which result in excess contribution
issues.
People affected can now voluntary opt out of employer contributions if they have an excess by applying
to the ATO for an employer shortfall exemption certificate. The certificate releases one or more of their
employers from their SG obligations for up to four quarters in one financial year.
Important items to note:
•
•
•
•
•

A person must be paid SG from at least one employer
A person can apply to the ATO for an employer shortfall exemption certificate at least 60 days
before the first quarter for which the certificate is sought
Once issued, the certificate is irrevocable
The $25,000 contribution must be exclusively SG contributions, not salary sacrifice
The certificate is not binding on an employer so people are encouraged to speak with their
employers before applying for the certificate.

NON ARMS-LENGTH INCOME (NALI)
From 1 July 2018 income will be taxed as NALI if:
•
•

It exceeds amount expected from an arm’s length dealing; or
In gaining or producing it, the entity incurs a loss, outgoing or expenditure that is less than the
amount expected from an arm’s length dealing.
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•
•

Whether NALI rules apply depends on the capacity in which the trustees undertake those
activities
The rules also apply to general expenses

Accountants and Advisers or other industry professionals are directly caught and should take measures
now to ensure their SMSFs are being charged for professional services at a fair rate.
TOTAL SUPER BALANCE (TSB)
For FY19 and beyond, a person must include the loan amount of any Limited Recourse Loan Borrowing
Arrangement (LRBA) in their total superannuation balance calculation.
This calculation applies if:
•
•
•
•
•

The fund is an SMSF
The LRBA arose under contracts entered into on or after 1 July 2018
The fund’s LRBA asset supports the member’s super interest in the fund
The member has satisfied a full Condition of release
It is a related party loan

It is the trustee’s responsibility to report the LRBA amount as part of the annual return.

Changes announced but not yet law
Budget changes announced in 2019 were intended to bring more flexibility around superannuation for
older Australians. These include:
•
•
•

The Work test
Extension of bring-forward arrangements
Increased age limit for spouse contributions

WORK TEST
From 1 July 2020, individuals aged 65 and 66 will be allowed voluntary contributions (both concessional
and non-concessional) to be made by those aged 65 and 66 without the need to meet the work test.
This means that people in this age bracket can also utilise bring-forward rule.
At present, draft legislation is before parliament and expected to pass without consultation, however
given it has not yet been made law, planning out contributions for Advisers and Accountants cannot be
done properly. With ample sitting days between now and 30 June we can only hope it is dealt with sooner
rather than later.
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ECPI CLAIM
From 1 July 2020, super fund trustees with interests in both the accumulation and retirement phases
during an income year, will be allowed to choose their preferred method of calculating ECPI. Trustees can
decide either whether to apply current law approach or revert back to old industry approach where you
claim all the income for the year.
From1 July 2020, the Government will also remove a redundant requirement for super funds to obtain
an actuarial certificate when calculating ECPI using the proportionate method, where all members o fthe
fund are fully in the retirement phase for all of the income year.
DOWNSIZER CONTRIBUTIONS – APPLIES FROM 1 JULY 2018
This has passed through the House of Reps on 12/2/20 but not yet made law.
DEATH BENEFIT ROLLOVERS
Ensures any untaxed element as result of a rollover, is not required to be included in the assessable
income of the new fund.

Other proposed changes to super
SELF-MANAGED SUPER FUND TO BECOME SELF MANAGED SUPER FUND
Yes. It’s official! The Treasury Laws Amendment (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulation 2019 is
proposing that the hyphen be removed to reflect modern day conventions.
CHANGES TO DIRECTORS OF COMPANIES
There is a new bill introduced to parliament that impacts on setting up companies known as the new
Director Identification Number (DIN) regime.
Important items to note:
•
•
•
•

Before establishing a company you will need to apply for a unique identifier for each person who
consents to being a Director of the company
All Directors will need to confirm their identity
You must apply for a DIN prior to appointment as a Director
Will take effect 2 years after the Bill receives Royal Assent

There should be sufficient time between now and when this takes effect to sort out your operational
processes to handle the DIN application.
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6 MEMBER FUND
6 Member funds remain Government policy and will be progressed in line with other legislative priorities
3 YEARLY AUDITS
This measure and the outcomes of the consultation are currently being considered.

Things to keep an eye on in 2020
INCREASED AUDIT SCRUTINY
In 2019 the ATO did an audit of the top 100 Auditors in the SMSF sector. 23 auditors failed to obtain
sufficient evidence to verify the fund’s compliance status.
As a result of this audit, it’s anticipated SMSF Auditors are going to be more diligent than ever in their
request for information to support their fund audit.
ATO’S INVESTMENT DIVERSIFICATION REVIEW
SMSF Auditors are going to be required to ask the question – Does the fund have a compliant investment
strategy? If not, Auditors will need to notify the trustees in the management letter, or lodge an ACR if
trustees have previously been advised.
TRANSFER BALANCE CAP
Keep an eye on the Transfer Balance Cap. It’s meant to be indexed in line with CPI, and at this stage
Industry Experts are saying it’s not looking likely we’ll see an increase for FY2021.

Summary
The many ongoing changes to super is a key reason we recommend SMSF trust deeds are regularly
updated. To discuss any aspect of this article in more detail please contact Olivia Long or Karen Dezdjek.
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ACCOUNTING
SMSFSUPPORT
The TIQ go global export program has great
news for SMEs in QLD
There is fantastic news for Queensland SMEs!
Annastacia Palaszczuk, Queensland Premier and Minister for
Trade launched the Trade and Investment Queensland (‘TIQ’) Go
Global Export Program on Thursday 6 Feb 2020.
What does this mean for you?
The Go Global Export Program makes $1 million in grants
available to Queensland-based small and medium-sized enterprises (‘SMEs’) who are looking to enter a
new international market.
TIQ will provide two level project funding, Micro Export Grants up to $5,000 (excl. GST) and Macro
Export Grants up to $25,000 (excl. GST).
What are the eligible project costs?
Export business advisory services and tools;
Costs of product testing and redesign, packaging and labelling required to meet an export market
requirement;
Support to gain export accreditation and Free Trade Agreement documents (expenses incurred to gain
various export-related accreditation for, but not limited to, Good Manufacturing Practice, Hazard Analysis
Critical Control Point or Halal accreditation);
Cost of a trial export program – e.g. logistics involved in delivering the first export activity in a new market;
Costs associated with product approvals, installation, training, operations, and maintenance required for a
new client/market (travel is only accepted for these defined activities and not any business development
purpose);
Professional advice (legal, accounting, financial) on contract negotiation, IP advice, counterfeit protection,
attracting funding to scale up to meet demand.
When can you apply?
Applications commenced on 6 February 2020 and closes at 1.00pm on 30 May 2020.
These funds could significantly assist your business growth — but the challenge is knowing where to look
and how to apply.
If you are interested in this opportunity, please reach out to us via our contact details below:
John Driscoll: johnd@primefinancial.com.au
Sean Fincham: seanf@primefinancial.com.au
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R&D and EMDG Updates
R&D Tax Incentive
Treasury Laws Amendment (Research and Development
Tax Incentive) Bill 2019 has been passed by the House of
Representatives but due to a number of concerns raised by the
Labour government, has been referred to the Senate Economic
Committee for inquiry and report by 30 April 2020. A summary of
the changes proposed in that bill were provided last month.
We will keep you updated as the inquiry progresses.
R&D tax incentive applications for the tax year ended 30 June 2019 are due for lodgement with
AusIndustry by 30 April 2020.
Export Market Development Grant (EMDG)
EMDG applications for the financial year ended 30 June 2019 are due for lodgement with Austrade by 28
February 2020.
Note: There is no ability to lodge R&D tax incentive or EMDG applications past the annual deadlines ie
use it or lose it!
For any enquiries or support:
Melbourne team
Brendan Brown: brendanb@primefinancial.com.au
Simone Quin: simoneq@primefinancial.com.au
Brisbane team
John Driscoll: johnd@primefinancial.com.au
Sean Fincham: seanf@primefinancial.com.au

The information in this document contains general advice and is provided by Primestock Securities Ltd ABN 67 089 676 068, AFSL 239180
(‘Prime’). That advice has been prepared without taking your personal objectives, financial situation or needs into account. Before acting on
this general advice, you should consider the appropriateness of it having regard to your personal objectives, financial situation and needs.
You should obtain and read the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) before making any decision to acquire any financial product referred to
in this document. Please refer to the FSG (https://www.primefinancial.com.au/fsg) for contact information and information about remuneration
and associations with product issuers. This information should not be relied upon as a substitute for professional advice, and we encourage
you to seek specific advice from your professional adviser before making a decision on the matters discussed in this document. Information
in this document is current at the date of this document, and we have no obligation to update or revise it as a result of any change in events,
circumstances or conditions upon which it is based.
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